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“I�T�� Dit��”
September Jitneys, Teas and Barbeques
Thank you to all those who provided the teas for the month of August including: Judi Griffin
and Susanne Vaillant, Jim and Lindsay Cooper, Paul and Mary McHoull, Marguerite Luczay and
Denise Lundy, Eunice Bartolucci and Jack Hazel, Teresa Gouett and Mary McHoull, George and
Mary Watson and Martin and Heather Quick. Also, thank you to all those who helped with the
set up and clean up afterwards.
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Friday Night Informal Pairs Play
Since there was insufficient interest in a third Pairs Series, Friday evening continued until
the end of the season for all members to compete as pairs. A good number of players
participated and enjoyed bowling as a pair against others. It was a great opportunity to
enjoy team play and perhaps consider becoming a part of the League next year
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September BBQ
On Saturday, September 28th, the Club had the last BBQ for the 2017 season. Mary and
George Watson and Martin and Heather Quick did the BBQ and had help from Carol
Williams, Joan Klooz and Marguerite Luczay. Thanks to George Watson for collecting
the money and special thanks to Martin Quick for duty above and beyond for cooking 40
something individual meat loafs (very LARGE burgers) that were done beautifully. Sorry
I missed a picture of you out there Martin…..too cloudy with the smoke!
Also, thank you to all those who helped with the kitchen clean up afterwards.
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Tournaments
The Montyro Financial Tournament was held on September 26th. Due to the high
temperatures and humidex, the normal three, twelve end games, were reduced to one,
ten end game and one eight end game. Doug and Carol Williams, Doug and Nancy
Findlay and Diane Harry competed from our Club. Doug and Nancy won the last game
high and Diane Harry with her partner, won one of the three prizes.

4-3-2-1
Winners listed for September were Rose Connolly and Berkley Lambert.
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Finally
A few minutes before the church services started, the congregation was sitting in
their pews and talking. Suddenly, Satan appeared at the front of the church.
Everyone started screaming and running for the front entrance, trampling each other
in a frantic effort to get away from evil incarnate.
Soon the church was empty except for one elderly cowboy Mike who sat calmly in his
pew without moving, seemingly oblivious to the fact that God's ultimate enemy was
in his presence..
So Satan walked up to the man and said, 'Do you know who I am?'
The old cowboy replied, Yep, sure do.'
Aren't you afraid of me?' Satan asked.
Nope, sure ain't.' said the cowboy.
Don't you realize I can kill you with one word?' asked Satan.
Don't doubt it for a minute,' returned the old man, in an even tone.
Did you know that I can cause you profound, horrifying AGONY for all eternity?'
persisted Satan.
‘Yep,' was the calm reply.
And you are still not afraid?' asked Satan.
'Nope,' said the old cowboy.
More than a little perturbed, Satan asked, 'Why aren't you afraid of me?'
The old cowboy calmly replied, 'Been married to your sister for 48 years.'

How can you tell the difference between a cat and a comma?
Well, a cat has claws at the end of its paws.
A comma is a pause at the end of a clause.
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